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Abstract
The primary objective of this research project was to determine whether Search Engine
Optimisation (SEO) elements, as identified in the Chambers model, affect website visibility.
A full literature review was done on SEO, as well as an evaluation of the Chambers model.
Secondly, empirical work has been done to determine whether or not the implementation
of the Chambers model have any effect on a website's ranking. A Small Medium & Micro
Enterprise (SMME) with an active website was identified. An independent software
application was used to determine search engine result ranking on predetermined search
engines. The website was then submitted to search engines and tested again in order to
determine whether search engine result ranking had improved.
The next phase entailed replacing the original website with a new one that closely
resembles the original, as seen by the human visitor. However, during the design on the
new website, the elements of the Chambers model were implemented. The new website
was hosted on the Internet, submitted to the same search engines and tested. The three
documented search engine result ranking outputs were then compared.
The first result indicated that the website was not registered at any of the search engines.
The second set of results proved that the website did improve in ranking but not
substantially. The third set indicated that a radical improvement of ranking and visibility
has occurred. The primary conclusion reached is that implementation of the Chambers
model does have a positive effect on website visibility.
Keywords: website visibility, search engine optimisation, chambers model
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1.
Introduction
As the Internet and search engines have become part of everyday life over the past twelve
years, power has been distributed from centralized computer departments down to the
average user. These users are improving their skills to find relevant information, products
and services themselves at any time and at any place (Strauss & Frost 2001:36). Another
power shift had occurred - from seller to buyer by using Internet marketing (Strauss &
Frost 2001:4). Website owners, while jumping at the opportunity of reaching a large
market, started realizing that their competitors use the same strategies! This reinforces the
argument regarding the importance of Internet marketing, as global competitors are but
just a mouse click away.
A study by Krishnamurthy (2006:52) returned that Internet advertising revenue gained a
staggering $2.2 billion in the first quarter of 2004. According to the Interactive Advertising
Bureau (IAB 2006), this revenue managed nine consecutive growth quarters, with a total of
$2.8 billion in 2005. Stuart stated “[The] medium delivers results and is fast becoming
accepted as part of the mainstream” (IAB 2006).
The WWW initially appeared to be an ideal medium for businesses attempting to promote
themselves and their products. Setting up a website on the WWW, and thus providing
instant access to information, goods and services to millions of potential customers, can
be achieved at a fraction of the cost of using more conventional methods (Watson, 1994
as cited by Cockburn and Wilson, 1995).
2.
The Internet
Although we live in an era of high-powered computers, measuring any attribute of the
Internet is a difficult task due to its highly dynamic nature. It is estimated that the Internet
consists of millions of webservers containing billions of webpages being viewed by billions
of Internet users worldwide. Considering the rate at which websites are created and/or
destroyed, it is almost impossible to know exactly where to find specific information.
However, search engines do offer some help in assisting the average user in the daunting
task of having to find relevant information (Machill, Neuberger & Schindler 2003:52).
3.
Search engines
Search engines are the primary searching tools used for information retrieval on the
Internet (Spink & Xu 2000). A typical search engine has close parallels in the components
of an information retrieval system of the past. Today search engines are categorised into
two different types of sources namely „spider-based‟ or „crawler-based‟ search engines
(known as search engines) and „human-based‟ search engines known as web directories
(Green 2000:125; Thurow 2003:11; Chambers 2005:26).
4.
Indexing
Instead of a central catalogue, the web offers a choice of many search tools, each with its
own database, search capabilities and method of displaying results (Tyner, 2001). Instead
of improving the problem of finding relevant information easily, this has lead to user
confusion and frustration.
Green (2000) states that the databases are compiled using a program known as a
„crawler‟, which visits sites and indexes them in a predetermined way. The index is
updated regularly either by human editors or by crawlers. Both humans and crawlers
simply collect information of new websites by visiting as many websites as possible, and
then building them into the index (Weideman, 2005).
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5.
Search engine optimisation (SEO)
The research of Guenther (2004a:47), Thelwall (2000:152) and Thurow (2003:10)
confirmed that the majority of users still rely on search engines to navigate the Internet and
discover websites. Considering the above, those businesses whose income depends on
the amount of users that visit their websites, should not only understand how search
engines work but also what aspects could improve website visibility (Chambers 2005:25).
It is also claimed that web developers are more interested in the incorporation of website
“bells and whistles” than spending time to make websites more visible. Ironically,
improving website visibility is such a major aspect that search engine optimisers establish
standalone companies to assist web developers with improving website ranking in search
engines (Guenther 2004a:47). The process of improving website visibility is referred to as
SEO, which involves designing or modifying websites in order to improve search engine
result page ranking (George 2005:3). According to this author, 80% of users do not search
beyond the second page of results presented by the search engine (George 2005:110).
This confirms the importance of ensuring that websites rank as high as possible for
targeted keywords (Thurow 2003:257).
6.

Factors affecting website visibility

6.1
Keywords
Konia (2002:174-176) found that there are three important aspects to consider regarding
keywords and the content of a webpage. Firstly is keyword placement, whereby the web
developer should include primary keywords in titles and other areas of the webpage.
Kritzinger (2006:57) advises that keywords should be concentrated towards the top and
diluted towards the bottom of a webpage. Keyword proximity is defined as how close
keywords are to each other on a webpage. Konia is of the opinion that keywords placed
next to each other emphasises keyphrases, which are sometimes used by searchers.
Lastly is keyword frequency, whereby the more keywords appear within the webpage, the
more search engines are likely to consider that webpage to be relevant, However, careful
consideration must be taken to not make excessive use of keywords as search engines
might penalise the webpage by not ranking it at all (Chambers 2005:44).
6.2
Meta-tags
Meta-tags are HTML meta-data that provides information about the content of the
webpage (Thurow 2003:74; Weideman 2002:6). The original idea behind meta-tags was to
provide information to the search engines about the website content along with keywords
which are central to the theme of the webpage. Search engines relied on web developers‟
good faith when creating these meta-tags. According to Konia (2002:15-16), this system
worked relatively well until the Internet became commercialised. The result was that
search engines realised that they could not rely on good faith as web developers were
including irrelevant keywords in meta-tags to manipulate search results without affecting
viewable content of the webpage in the web browser (Thurow 2003:74).
It is the opinion of Elser and Paxton (2005:317) and Konia (2002:16) that search engines
ignore the meta-tags entirely or assign very little value to the information provided within
meta-tags. However, Alimohammadi (2005:625) found that meta-tags can provide the web
developer with some degree of control over how the website is indexed by search engines.
Furthermore, Sullivan‟s claim in 2002, that meta-tags are ineffective with regards to
improving website visibility, was not supported by any research (Alimohammadi 2005:629).
In fact, South Africa‟s largest search engine, Ananzi, stated that a website not containing
any meta-tags will not be indexed by them at all (Ananzi 2006a; Anon 2006).
Alimohammadi (2005:629), Thurow (2003:74-75), Weideman and Chambers (2005) all
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agree that some search engines use meta-tags for different reasons depending on the
search engine and/or the algorithm.
This rather confusing range of views and research results on the use of meta-tags
prompted the authors to summarize the use of meta-tags as follows: they should be used
as secondary text in order to enhance website visibility for those search engines that do
make use of meta-tags in some way or another (Thurow 2003:74-75). Figure 1 illustrates
an example of meta-tag usage in a webpage.
FIGURE 1: Typical Meta-tag usage in a webpage.

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40/loose.dtd">
<html>
<head>
<title>useit.com: Jakob Nielsen on Usability and Web Design</title>
<meta name="keywords" content="Jakob Nielsen, Jacob Nielsen, Jakob Nielson, Neilsen,
Neilson, Web usability, user interface design, discount usability engineering, user testing,
heuristic evaluation, hypertext, website design, UI, GUI, HCI, CHI, UCD, user-centered
design, human-computer interaction">
<meta name="description" content="Alertbox column, Web usability, usability engineering,
and Jakob's minimalist approach to Web design; Jakob's biography. Conferences and training
events.">
<link title="Useit House Style" rel="stylesheet" href="./useit_style.css" type="text/css">
<link rel="shortcut icon" href="/favicon.ico">
</head>
<body>

6.3
Title tag
Konia (2002:130-133) is of the opinion that the title tag has the highest value with regards
to making a website more visible to search engines (Craven 2003:8; Kritzinger 2006:16).
This comes as no surprise as search engines often display the title tag in order to indicate
content to the user. Furthermore, the title will also appear in the search result listing, the
reverse bar and under favourites of the searchers web browser (Konia 2002:130; Sullivan
2002). Figure 2 demonstrates some of the areas where the title tag will appear as seen by
the user.
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FIGURE 2: Title tag screen visibility.

Weideman claims that title tags should be keyword rich and describe the content of that
particular webpage (Weideman 2002:14). This should not only improve website usability
but also improve the websites‟ ranking with regards to search engines (Weideman and
Chambers 2005). It is for this very reason that web developers must ensure that their title
tags are relevant. Konia (2002:132) suggests some guidelines when creating a title tag:
include company name, primary key phrases, short titles and plural and singular forms.
Different search engines have different limitations regarding the number of characters they
are able to read from a title tag. Therefore, Ramos and Cota (2004:47) suggest that the
title tag in general should consist of no more than 50 characters. George (2005:76) differs
slightly in opinion, and states that a title tag should be no more than 80 characters in total.
Creating a correct and effective title tag however, should not be a replacement for relevant
and valuable content (Weideman 2004).
6.4
Meta-description tag
According to Nobles and O‟Neil (2000:75), a description tag can make a website appealing
or unappealing to visitors. In fact they are of the opinion that the description tag is almost
like an advert that is presented to the visitor. Konia (2002:188) and Alimohammadi
(2003:240) supports this view, and adds that the description tag is used to describe and
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summarise the webpage. Certain search engines present the description in the search
result list (Thurow 2003:75).
Thurow (2003:75) is of the opinion that description tags can assist webpages in becoming
more visible with regards to relevancy. With this in mind, Thurow also states that the
description tag can be created using four to five keywords placed in complete sentences
(Ramos & Cota 2004:48). Furthermore, both Alimohammadi (2003:240) and Thurow
(2003:75) suggest that keywords should not be repeated and sentence or phrase should
consist of no more than 250 characters in total.
Moran and Hunt (2005:40) do not support the view of Thurow (2003:75) and points out that
most search engines no longer present the description under the title in the search result.
In fact, these authors suggest that search engines do not give any more weight to the
description tag than they do to webpage content. Ramos and Cota (2004:49) rejects the
view of Moran and Hunt (2005:40) and explains that web directories make use of human
editors and evaluators who find these descriptions more valuable than automated indexing
tools. Once again, it appears as if there is some discrepancy between researcher‟s views
on the use of this meta-tag.
6.5
Meta-keyword tag
Keyword tags were originally intended to inform search engines what keywords are to be
associated with the webpage (Ramos & Cota 2004:50; Alimohammadi 2003:240). The
keyword tag is supposed to assists search engines by providing words under which the
website is searchable and thus also helping to categorise the webpage. This in turn should
improve website visibility (Alimohammadi 2003:240).
Konia (2002:187) and Ramos and Cota (2004:50) found that keyword tags were an
important factor in the past regarding search engine ranking. These authors agree that
keyword tags are no longer applicable as most search engines simply ignore them –
Ananzi being a notable exception. In spite of these factors, keyword tags should still be
incorporated into webpages as a secondary text for the purpose of enhancing website
visibility for those search engines that still utilise them (Thurow 2003:74-75). Apart from
Ananzi (2006b) stating that no more than 100 keywords are permitted per website, no
other guidelines could be found regarding this matter.
6.6
Meta-robot tag
Assuming that all content on every webpages of every website will be indexed by crawlers
is a mistake, as some website owners do not want all content to be indexed (Thurow
2003:81; Ramos and Cota 2004:58). Robot tags and robot.txt files were developed with
the intent to give the web developers control over crawler visitations. These search engine
crawlers are programmed to abide by the web developers instructions.
The robot tag can specify whether or not a webpages‟ content must be indexed and/or
links must be followed to other webpage. Figure 3 portrays two possible ways of using
robot tags.
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FIGURE 3: Methods of using the robot tag (Moran & Hunt 2005:244).

If the robot.txt or robot tag does not exist the crawler will index the page as per usual
(Moran and Hunt 2005:242). It is the opinion of Thurow (2003:80) that if the web developer
intends to have all the content on every webpage indexed, the robot tag can be omitted.
Furthermore, the same author advises that search engine crawlers do not heed the revisit
tag instructions on frequency of revisits. Therefore web developers should not waste their
time in creating revisit meta-tags, although making use of this meta-tag will not
disadvantage the website in any way.
6.7
Meta-header tag
Search engines deem the header tag to be very important when determining what the
webpage is about and thus indexing of that webpage. This is due to the fact that the HTML
language maps very close to how the content is displayed on the webpage. Therefore,
unethical web developers will be unsuccessful when trying to encourage search engines to
think something is important while at the same time make users perceive it as unimportant
(Henzinger et al. 2002:10). In HTML there are six different header sizes, H1 being the
largest moving down to H6 being the smallest. Figure 4 represents the relative sizes of
HTML headings.
FIGURE 4: Relative sizes of HTML headers (Morrison & Morrison 2003:50).

The H1 header is very prominent on the webpage and generally contains descriptive
information about the webpage. Search engines therefore places a lot of weight and
emphasis on the words used in H1 headings (Ramos & Cota 2004:52; Henzinger et al.
2002:10). Consequently, web developers should include H1 headings containing primary
keywords in their webpages in order to improve website visibility. Craven (2003:8)
supports the view of Ramos, Cota (2004:52) and Henzinger et al. (2002:10), and adds that
the remaining headings up until H4 also carries a lot of weight with search engines. Ramos
and Cota (2004:52) explain that many web developers do not like using headers, as they
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are ungainly. These headers are often replaced by images that may appear attractive to
users but are not crawlable and whose content contribute nothing to the overall website
visibility.
6.8
Alt tag
The alt tag is referred to as alternate text or alt text, which is an HTML tag primarily used
for naming images on a webpage. This is due to search engines being unable to interpret
images (Hubbard 2004; Konia 2002:30; Moran & Hunt 2005:50-52).
Moran and Hunt (2005:52) proved that webpage titles are often incorporated into images.
Therefore, images are invisible to search engines unless these images have alt tags that
clearly describe them. Moran and Hunt (2005:53), and Konia (2002:30) all agree that some
search engines consider alt tags as a crucial component in their ranking algorithms as
most webpages make use of images.
6.9
Links
Anchor text often referred to as hypertext links or just links, which typically consist of words
underlined by the web browser, which provides access to another webpage location
(Henzinger et al. 2002:5; Rowley 2001:356). Guenther (2004b:56) is of the opinion that
visitors are often uncertain of where navigational links will lead them. In order to solve this
problem, web developers should create links that include targeted keywords that describe
the destination (George 2005:57). This does not only take the guesswork out of navigation,
but it also improves keyword density, which in turn improves website visibility (Thurow
2003:86). However, Thurow (2003:95) points out that too many links can interfere with
keyword density, which in turn will not aid in webpage relevancy.
There are two types of links: internal and external. The internal link connects one webpage
to another within the same domain (Konia 2002:29; Moran & Hunt 2005:341; Ramos &
Cota 2004:55). Websites containing high-quality internal links combined with good content
could radically improve their page ranking on search engine result pages (SERPS)
(George 2005:58).
External links connect one website to another. These links are of more interest to search
engines as they act as a surrogate for the quality and trustworthiness of website‟s content
from an inbound perspective. This implies that more inbound links raises the importance
as perceived by search engines. This concept is referred to as link popularity (Moran and
Hunt 2005:341, 343). The same author found that 25 links pointing to a particular website
could significantly improve that websites page ranking on SERPS. Furthermore, Moran
and Hunt (2005:343) points out that these 25 links must be of high quality, as links from 25
mediocre websites will not improve that particular website‟s ranking (Thurow 2003:113).
6.10 Graphics
Due to the inability of search engines to interpret images, web developers should start a
webpage with text instead of an image. Using images to spell out keywords should also be
avoided even when alt tags are used for those images. Web developers should at all times
incorporate descriptive and keyword-rich alt tags when make use of images in webpages.
Furthermore, web developers should take caution with overall website design and refrain
from creating a website using only images. Ignoring the fact that web crawlers might
experience difficulty when indexing this type of website, web directories will not find the
website appealing for indexing purposes as searchers are interested in obtaining quality
content (Nobles and O‟Neil 2000:51 ; Ramos & Cota 2004:60; Thurow 2003:122).
6.11

Spamming
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According to Fetterly, Manasse and Najork (2004), commercial websites strive to increase
its visiting traffic, and are therefore becoming more dependent on higher placements in
search engines. In order for a web developer to increase a website‟s ranking, they often try
to deliberately manipulate this outcome (Henzinger et al. 2002:1; Ntoulas et al. 2006).
Henzinger et al. refers to this process as search engine spam. Implementing SEO
strategies is not spamming, but unethical practice within SEO with regards to manipulating
spiders and redirecting users to inappropriate content is referred to as SEO spamming
(Wilkinson 2004). Search engine spamming is defined by Ramos and Cota (2004:102) as
web developers trying to place their website in as many search engine categories as
possible. Search engines have tried to provide the public with clear guidelines or policies
on what constitutes spamming. Unethical web developers find loopholes or exceptions to
those guidelines, which force the search engines to update these rules in order to include
the exceptions. Search engine algorithm designers have come to realise that there will
always be exceptions to their rules. As a result, search engines do not provide detailed
guidelines on its operation. There are many different types of spamming, but according to
Henzinger et al. (2002:1), spamming falls into three broad categories: text spam, link spam
and cloaking.
Text spam: This technique involves modifying the text in such a way that the webpage
appears to be particularly relevant, but in actual fact is irrelevant to the searcher
(Henzinger et al. 2002:3-4).
Link spam: Henzinger et al. (2002:4) describes link farms, which are collections of links to
every other webpage on the same website, at the bottom of each webpage, (Thurow
2003:224). This factor is debatable as webpages with extensive content, requiring the
visitor to scroll down, is now able to link to the next webpage without scrolling back to the
top.
Cloaking: Cloaking refers to the feeding of search engine crawlers with a given webpage
but supplying the human user with another. In this way, crawlers might allocate a high
ranking to a webpage, but when the user finds that page, he/she actually sees a different
one (Henzinger et al. 2002:4).
Spammers make use of many different spamming techniques in order to achieve top
search engine positions. It is strongly advised by Konia (2002:311), Thurow (2003:233),
George (2005:15), Maron and Hunt (2005:302) not to utilise spamming techniques as they
may result in website banning.
6.12 Search engine registration
Thurow (2003:10) claims that there is an average of over 300 million searches done per
day on search engines and web directories. Due to this, Thurow (2003:10) and van
Steenderen (2001) state that an effective way to increase the probability that searchers will
visit a particular website is to ensure that the website is listed with the most popular search
engines and web directories. This can be achieved by making sure that the website is
visible to those searching services. Search engine registration is but another method that
can be used to improve website visibility. Van Steenderen (2001) is of the opinion that a
website must be submitted to different search engines to guarantee that those websites
will be available to searchers on those search engines.
Konia (2002:227), on the other hand states that websites must not be submitted to search
engines unless there is a specific reason to do so. Maron and Hunt (2005:237) support the
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view of Konia (2002:227), and add that website submission should occur only as a last
resort.
Thurow (2003:191) found that search engines tend to find and index frequently visited
webpages in web directories. Therefore, website should be submitted to web directories as
the first step regarding submission in order to boost popularity.
Thurow (2003:191-192) explains that not every webpage of a website must be submitted,
only the optimised webpage (normally the homepage). In order to ensure optimal search
engine indexing and visibility, keywords and phrases must be placed strategically thoughtout the entire webpage. The following is a summary of locations where keywords or
phrases need to be placed: title tag, throughout the body content, within or near links,
meta-tags and alternative text. Furthermore, the website should consist of effective crosslinking or have a webpage containing links to other webpages within that website (site
map). Submitting the site map webpage will give the web crawlers access to all the URLs
within the website (Thurow 2003:192). This could effectively maximise search engine
visibility through search engine submission.
7.
Methodology
A quantitative research approach, namely the quasi-experimental research design, was
employed in this project. A company, Louw & Coetzee Attorneys, was selected as a
candidate, as the attributes of their website suited the parameters of this project, as
described below.
This research project was divided into three phases, whereby each phase involved
identical testing under the same circumstances. The same testing software with the exact
same keywords or phrases was used, at the same time of day. The results of each phase
were then compared in order to determine which phase improved website visibility to
search engines the most.
7.1
Initialisation
A list of 105 keywords or phrases (Table 3) was obtained from Louw & Coetzee Attorneys,
which they perceived as best describing their organisation, its functions and services.
These keywords and phrases were used as input to WPG4 (WebPosition Gold 4
Professional) for preliminary testing purposes. WPG4 produced a list of 430 search
engines world wide,
where it is able to search for the website
(http://www.louwcoet.co.za/html/practice.htm) by making use of the 105 keywords or
phrases provided.
Due to the tremendous processing load imposed by this task on systems and
communications channels, executing the program with 105 keywords and 430 search
engines almost always resulted in a system crash. It was determined that the combination
of a high number of keywords and search engines caused this problem.
Consequently it was decided to separate the 105 keywords into three equal-sized
sections. Part A contained keywords numbered 1 to 35, B contained 36 to 70 and C, 71 to
105. Furthermore, it was determined that the software was able to distinguish between
different components of the same search engine. This enabled it to obtain independent
results from eg Google, Google (Paid), Google Directory, Google Directory (Paid), Google
Groups and Google Groups (Paid). It appeared to be unnecessary to make use of all these
components. The concept behind the project was to determine whether an organisation is
able to improve website visibility to the average user without resorting to any of the paid
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exposure systems (PPC or paid inclusion). This necessitated the identification of a subset
of 34 uniquely searchable search engines (Table 4) of the 430 search engines. These
were also separated into four parts: numbers 1 to 10 (1), 11 to 20 (2), 21 to 30 (3) and the
local search engines 31 to 34 (4). In order to obtain accurate results it was deemed
necessary to ensure that every keyword or phrase was searched by every search engine.
Table 1 illustrates how this matching of keywords to search engines was accomplished.
TABLE 1: Matrix representing the phased use of 105 keywords used in 34 search engines.

Search
Engines
1: 1-10
2: 11-20
3: 21-30
4: 31-34

A: 1-35
A1
A2
A3
A4

Keywords
B: 36-70 C: 71-105
B1
C1
B2
C2
B3
C3
B4
C4

7.2
Application
Due to technical constraints (as noted above) it was impossible to execute a single
instance of Table 1. However, it was considered important to execute the 12
keyword/search engine combinations (A1 – C4) as close as possible to each other in a
single day. This was achieved by running four instances simultaneously, using the same
keywords on four different search engine ranges. For example, instance one consisted of
A1, A2, A3 and A4, which were executed simultaneously on four different computers. It
was done in this manner to prevent the search engines from penalizing the same IP
address, due to its continuous bombarding of the search engine with search queries. Once
an instance had been completed, the Internet connection was broken and re-established
using a different username and password, which ensured a different IP address. Instance
two would then commence whereby on completion the Internet connection was again
terminated and reconnected using a different username and password. This process
continued until all three instances were completed.
7.3
Phase 1
This phase consisted of evaluating the Louw & Coetzee Attorneys website in its original
state, using the structure explained in section 7.1 and Table 1. Once phase 1 had been
completed, the URL of the website (still in its original state) was submitted on the same
day to all the search engines that allowed free submission. Of the 34 search engines, 27
did not allow URL submission or they requested payment, which left only seven search
engines to submit to. These seven are: Ananzi, DMOZ, Entireweb, Exactseek, Google,
Jayde and Yahoo!. A period of 11 days was allowed in order to give the search engines an
opportunity to index the website. In parallel with the waiting period, a new website was
developed for Louw & Coetzee Attorneys with minimal differences in visual appearance.
However, under the covers it incorporated an improved structure, as suggested by the
Chambers (2005) model – see Table 2.
TABLE 2: The Chambers model of website visibility (Chambers 2005).

Number

Leading Visibility Elements

Rank

12

1

Inclusion of meta-tags

1.5

2

Hypertext / Anchor text

2

3

No Flash or fewer than 50% of content

3

4

No Visible Link Spamming

4

5

Prominent Link Popularity

4.5

6

No Frames

5

7

Prominent Domain Names

7

8

Prominent Headings

7

9

No Banner Advertising

8

10

Prominent HTML Naming conventions

10

The figure in the “Rank” column indicates the importance of each element, where a lower
figure is of higher importance. These elements were all applied in the redesign of the test
website.
7.4
Phase 2
The Louw & Coetzee Attorneys website in its original state was again tested, after search
engine submission. Once completed, the website was replaced by the new search engine
optimised website. In addition, the new website was also submitted on the same day to the
same seven search engines as listed above. With regard to phase 2, a period of 13 days
was set aside in order to give the search engines an opportunity to index the website.
7.5
Phase 3
Finally, the new Louw & Coetzee Attorneys website (http://www.louwcoet.co.za/) was
tested repeating the procedure used in the previous two tests. In addition to the findings
provided by the software, it was deemed necessary to do one or two manual searches to
determine any radical change in the new websites ranking.
TABLE 3: The list of 105 Keywords or phrase obtained by Louw & Coetzee Attorneys.

louw & coetzee attorneys
administration of estates
legal advice
agent
analysis
attorney
attorneys
mortgage bond
building contracts
business law
cape town
durbanville
south african law firm
top sa law firms
leading south african law

estate agent
estate planning
estates
executors
deceased estates
feasibility
firm
golf estates
security estates
insolvency
interdicts
court applications
recoveries
property
investment

liquidations
litigation
notarial
notaries
notary
partnership
property services
property financing
property marketing
property tax
real estate
registration
sale of business
sectional title
scheme
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firms
close corporation
commercial law
companies
company
contracting
commercial
consultation
contracts
commercial litigation
commercial property
construction
contract
conveyancer
conveyancers
conveyancing
property transfers
deed of sale
court
courts
deed
estate

legal compliance
judge
judgment
judicial
management
justice
labour law
land and property
land rezoning applications
land use planning
landlord and tenant
lease agreements
evictions
law
law firm
lawyer
lawyers
solicitors
legal
legal services
liquidation

sequestrations
tax structuring
trusts
trustees
will
testament
matrimonial law
family law
divorce law
custody
maintenance claims
antenuptial
contracts
motor vehicle accidents
damages
rescission of judgments
restoration of credit profile
rehabilitation
debt collecting
foreclosures
third party claims
personal injury claims

TABLE 4: The list of 34 search engines presented by the software.

A9.com
About.com
AllTheWeb
AltaVista
AOL Web Sites
Ask
Earthlink
Entireweb
ExactSeek
Excite

Galaxy
Go
Google
HotBot
ICQSearch
ISIeuth
Ixquick
Jayde
LookSmart
Lycos

Mamma
MSN
Netscape
Open Directory
Search.com
Tygo
Webcrawler
WiseNut
Yahoo Directory
Yahoo Web Results

Ananzi.co.za
Google.co.za
za.msn.com
Mweb.co.za

8.
Results
The three test phase results were captured into three tables. The results reflect only the
keywords listed in any one of the 34 search engines. Furthermore, the keywords had to be
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within the first 30 results of above mentioned search engines to be recorded. The key
phrase that reflected the strongest in all three test phases was used to represent the
websites visibility increase or decrease. As a result, one table was constructed containing
the key phrase of all three test phases to corresponding search engines. Those search
engines that yielded no results in the top 30 across all three test phases were excluded
from the table. Graph 1 reflects these results, and Table 5 relates the numbers used on
the x-axis of Graph 1 to the search engines.
Graph 1: Website visibility result summary

TABLE 5: The list of 25 search engines of Graph 1.

1

A9.com

6

ExactSeek

11

ICQSearch

16

Mamma

21

2

AllTheWeb

7

Excite

12

ISIeuth

17

MSN

22

3

AltaVista

8

Go

13

Ixquick

18

Netscape

23

4

AOL Web
Sites
Ask

9

Google

14

Jayde

19

Search.com

24

1
0

HotBot

15

Lycos

20

Webcrawler

25

5

WiseN
ut
Yahoo!
Web
Results
Google
.co.za
za.msn
.com
Mweb.
co.za

The x-axis (Search Engines) represents 25 of the tested 34 search engines that yielded
results within the top 30. The y-axis (Ranking) represents the ranking result of the Louw &
Coetzee Attorneys website across all search engines to the corresponding key phrase. A
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ranking of one implies that the URL appeared first on the screen of 30 results, which is the
best result possible. Therefore, the red line in Graph 1 reflects the perfect situation – an
(imaginary) website which appears first on all 25 SERPS.
It follows that the closer any line approaches the horizontal one, the better the website
visibility is. On the other extreme, a value of 31 (representing “just outside the 30 limit”)
was chosen to represent “not indexed”, which implies that the search engine either did not
visit the website, or did, but found it unsuitable to index.
Phase 1, represent by the purple line in Graph 1 is the Louw & Coetzee Attorneys website
in its original state (before SEO took place). The green line, represented by phase 2 was
the same website that was registered to search engines as specified in the methodology.
Phase 3, represented by the blue line in Graph 1 is the new Louw & Coetzee Attorneys
website after SEO was implemented. Furthermore, the green shading in Graph 1
represents the improvement from phase 1 to phase 3.
In addition the authors applied a manual test on various search engines using a
combination of keywords possible used by the general community which is also dissimilar
to the key phrase used in the phase tests. The combination of keywords used is as
follows: attorneys conveyancers western cape. The results are presented in Appendix A –
F.
9.
Conclusion
An interpretation of Graph 1 shows a constant improvement of the test website across the
three phases. Considering search engine number 1, for example, the ranking improved
from eight, to three, to top spot (one). This pattern is found for numbers 19 and 20 as well.
A number of others showed similar trends, with the blue line occupying the highest level on
the graph, signifying that the last phase brought about an increase in visibility. In fact, only
in the case of search engine no 6 is the blue line not in the best position, sometimes
sharing it with another line. This is the result of the relatively short waiting times between
phases. These waiting times (11 to 13 days each) were put in place to allow search
engines to visit the website after registration. Some search engines specify a time of up to
eight weeks. If these search engines did not visit the website within the allowed time, it
would yield two lines occupying the same level on the graph.
Graph 1 presents a few different perspectives regarding the website‟s visibility. Firstly, the
desired outcome was achieved whereby the website‟s visibility improved by every phase
that was implemented. Secondly, a few search engines revealed no improvements
occurred what so ever or only moderate improvement occurred when implementing all
three phases. Ironically, when registering the website (before optimisation) to various
search engines, visibility deteriorated. In other instances the opposite happened whereby
the website only became visible after search engine registration.
The area of the green shading is an indication of improvement in visibility across the
phases. The more shading visible, the higher the degree of improvement. This measure of
success shows a reasonable improvement for search engines numbers 1, 4, 9 (Google),
18, 20, 23 (Google.za) and 24 (MSN), and a very large improvement for numbers 11, 14,
15 (Lycos), 19 and 25 (Mweb).
As mentioned, the anomalies in Graph 1 could be a result of the amount of time between
phases being too short to allow sufficient indexing. Search engine number 6 is the only
one out of 25 where phase 2 produced a better result than phase 3, which is the reverse of
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the expectation. Search engine algorithms constantly change, which influences website
ranking. New websites are constantly being developed and submitted, which further alters
these rankings. In addition, various search engines might not update their index databases
as often as others do.
However, the biggest indication of the success of the experiment lies in the results
of the manual test described in section 8 above. Many financially strong companies
spend inordinate amounts of money to reach the top positions in the most often used
search engines, namely Google, Yahoo! and MSN. In fact, once achieved, they use these
results in their advertising campaigns to indicate their superiority in their specific field.
Viewing Appendix A to F shows the following:
The test website has achieved top spot in all three these search engines, plus
Exactseek, and it achieved third position in AltaVista and AlltheWeb.
These results prove beyond doubt that the Chambers model does in fact improve website
visibility to the major search engines. Web developers should always keep in mind that
search engine algorithms constantly change, not to mention technology which could all
impact SEO elements negatively and result in website banning. As a result, SEO elements
need to be constantly revised in order to ensure that they could be used as legal
optimisation components.
10.
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